
QUOTES BY PROFESSOR CARLO RATTI,
DIRECTOR SENSEABLE CITY LAB

- "It uses a technology similar to the KERS (Kinetic Energy Recovery System), which has revolution-
ized Formula One racing over the past couple of years. When you brake, your kinetic energy is recu-
perated by an electric motor and then stored by batteries within the wheel, so you can get it back 
when you need it."

- "The Wheel is a self contained unit. It can be plugged into any bike without requiring additional 
electronics or wires. It is fully controlled by your feet: when you pedal forward, the motor supplements
your torque; when you pedal backwards to brake, the motor starts regenerating electric energy while 
reducing your speed."

- "Over the past few years we have seen a kind of 'biking renaissance,' which started in Copenhagen 
and is now transforming the urban experience in many cities from Paris to Barcelona or Montreal.
We could also call it a 'Biking 2.0' revolution, whereby cheap electronics allow us to augment bikes 
and convert them into a more flexible, on-demand system."

- "The initial prototypes of the Copenhagen Wheel were expensive, but after production  streamlining, 
we calculate that the price will be competitive with that of a standard electric bike."

- "The Copenhagen Wheel is part of a more general trend of inserting intelligence into our everyday 
objects to create a smart, supporting infrastructure around ourselves."

QUOTES BY ASSAF BIDERMAN, 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE SENSSEABLE CITY LAB

- "Our goal with the Copenhagen Wheel is to promote cycling by expanding the range of distance 
people can cover and by making the riding experience smoother. When long distance and steep hills 
are no longer barriers to comfortable cycling, many cities can become more bicycle-friendly.

- "The bike wheel is an extension of your personal mobile device.
Controlled through your smart phone, the wheel recognizes you as you approach. While you ride, you 
can switch gears and motor modes using your phone, and receive real-time alerts automatically".

- "The Wheel also has a smart security system: if someone rides away with it, the Wheel goes into a 
mode where the brake regenerates the maximum amount of power and sends you a text message 
with its location. So in the worst case, the thief will have fully charged your batteries before you get 
back your bike."

- "As bikers collect and share air quality data, cycling becomes more than a clean mode of transport. It 
opens yet another door for citizens to participate in governance and in the maintenance of public
resources".

- "Bicycles are very efficient machines. Rather than reinventing them, we're introducing a simple 
technological enhancement that allows any bike to become a smart and responsive hybrid"



QUOTES BY CHRISTINE OUTRAM,
COPENHAGEN WHEEL PROJECT LEADER

- “One of the applications we developed for the city is a Green Mile program, which is similar to a 
frequent flyer program, but good for the environment.”

- “It opens the door for individuals to participate in plans to reduce emissions, such as carbon cap and 
trade, which have so far been offered mostly to large organizations.”

QUOTES BY CORRADO CLINI,
COPENHAGEN WHEEL PROJECT 

- "In 2009, The Italian Ministry for the Environment put aside 12 million euros for supporting the 
dissemination of cycling in cities. The Copenhagen Wheel fits with our vision and represents an 
exciting step towards sustainable urban transportation."
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